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Overview 
 

Seafloor avalanches called turbidity currents form the 

largest sediment accumulations on Earth; submarine 

fans in the deep sea. Submarine fans cover areas 

comparable to the biggest river systems on land, and a 

single turbidity current can transport more sediment 

than the annual global flux from all rivers combined.  

Turbidity currents that form submarine fans break 

seafloor cables carrying > 95% of global data, sequester 

organic carbon, supply key nutrients to deep-sea 

ecosystems, and ventilate the deep ocean. Their 

deposits host valuable petroleum reservoirs, and 

contain important archives of the Earth’s past.  

 

In stark contrast to millions of direct observations for 

rivers, there are no detailed measurements from 

turbidity currents that form submarine fans in the deep 

(> 2 km) sea. To make a step change in understanding 

of how submarine fans work, and their wider impacts, 

there is a compelling need to measure key parameters 

in full-scale flows.   

 

Previously it was though that monitoring these 

powerful seafloors in detail would be impractical, due 

to their location, and ability to damage sensors. But a 

series of recent projects have shown how new 

technology and approaches can monitor turbidity 

currents in action. Previous major ‘source-to-sink’ 

projects made fundamental advances in understanding 

(e.g. Strataform, EU-Strataform), but they stopped at 

the continental slope; whilst the true sediment sink was 

within deep-sea submarine fans. This new technology 

can technology can thus make a step change in 

understanding how our planet works. Further major 

field monitoring projects are now funded in the Congo 

Canyon offshore Africa and a series of fjords in Canada.   

 

Measuring the properties of submarine fans in the deep 

ocean is extremely challenging from a technical point of 

view. The sensors themselves must be able to 

withstand not just the high pressures of the deep ocean 

but also the violent physical motion of the sediment 

avalanche. In addition, these seafloor avalanches do not 

occur at regular intervals but instead are triggered at 

random moments at long time intervals – meaning that 

the sensor devices must be left in situ for periods as 

long as months before the avalanche occurs. This places 

extreme importance on conserving battery energy and 

data storage through clever software techniques.  

 

Transmitting the data back for analysis is also 

challenging in these environments. It is envisaged that a 

number of sensors devices would be deployed on the 

seabed at a point of expected avalanche. These sensor 

devices would periodically transmit data back to a 

central data hub that would be floating above them 

suspended from a buoy or on an autonomous vehicle 

that visits to collect data at appropriate intervals. 

Transmission of data will be via acoustic 
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communication using proven, low cost and low power 

acoustic modem technology developed by researchers 

at Newcastle 

 

This project will develop such a novel sensor system 

and data platforms to monitor directly for the first time 

how sediment, organic carbon, nutrients and fresher-

water are transferred into the deep sea, at one or more 

test sites where turbidity currents are active (e.g. 

Congo Fan, fjords in British Columbia). It will 

contribute to making a step change in understanding 

how submarine fans work, and their wider implications 

for geohazards, organic carbon cycles, functioning of 

benthic ecosystems, management of deep-sea 

resources, and reading the geological archive of Earth 

history. 

 

 
Methodology 
 

This project is highly multi-disciplinary in nature and 

will involve collaboration between applied scientists 

and engineers at Newcastle and scientists at Durham. 

The project will be based in Newcastle University but 

with frequent interaction and collaboration with the 

Durham team. It will also involve field work to gather 

data on ocean research vessels in Canada or Offshore 

West Africa, and visits to work with the Monterey Bay 

Aquarium Research Institute in California to 

collaborate on new sensor systems. The Newcastle 

team have extensive experience of building equipment 

for the marine environment and a number of existing 

projects underway – this studentship will thus benefit 

from an excellent and supportive research 

environment.  

 

The project will involve the construction of sensors 

and associated electronics for measuring the properties 

of seafloor avalanches in the deep ocean, such as 

velocity and sediment concentration. This will utilise a 

great deal of existing instrumentation that has been 

developed for other purposes so the project should be 

able to make significant progress from the outset.  

 

Modern instrumentation is always a mixture of both 

circuitry and software. This project will benefit from 

existing circuitry so it is anticipated that the major 

activity will be in scientific software and data science. It 

is thus an ideal project for an applicant from a science 

background seeking to make a career in scientific 

instrumentation and data science. 

 

 
Timeline 
 

The project will involve a number of stages: 

 

In Year 1, the student will develop initial familiarisation 

with modern sensor technology and instrumentation. 

Initial designs will be developed and tested in the 

laboratory with particular emphasis on the software 

algorithms and data science. The knowledge gained 

from these early experiments will be used to refine the 

technology. The student will also spend time learning 

about the underlying scientific aims of measuring the 

properties of submarine flows so that a good 

understanding of the scientific program is developed. 

This will involve being part of a large international 

research team, and fieldwork on ocean research 

vessels.   

 

In Year 2, the student will develop further the 

technology developed in year 1, which will be tested in 

more realistic field conditions via initial field trials. 

These will take place in the north-sea initially to 

explore the resilience of the sensor devices to marine 

conditions and their functioning at a system level. 

Following successful initial trials the devices will be 

deployed as part of existing NERC-funded scientific 

experiments led by Durham University – in a series of 

Canadian fjords and West Africa. The student will take 

part in one or more field trials to gain valuable 

experience in working in field conditions. It is expected 

that these field trials will start in the summer of year 2 

but extend into the early months of year 3. 

 

In Year 3, the student will focus for the early part of 

the year on completing the field trials outlined above. 

Following that, it is anticipated that a substantial 

amount of time will be spend analysing data on the 

sensor operation and writing up results for publication. 

This will then lead to work recommending 

improvements to the sensor system for future work 

and perhaps undertaking some of that if time allows. 

 

In Year 4 (six months only), the student will 

concentrate on data analysis and writing up the thesis 

– students in our research group typically finish their 

PhDs within the allotted timeframe due to well planned 

projects and a supportive and structured environment. 

 

This project also involves a collaboration with 

Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute, California. 

 
Training & Skills 
 

The student will receive all necessary training which 

will be adapted to fit their background and skills to 

date. This will include training on the construction and 

operation of modern sensor systems and data science 

techniques.  

 

The student will develop a wide range of in-demand 

instrumentation and novel scientific skills that will open 

up exciting career opportunities in both academia and 



  

industry. There is a very strong demand from industry 

in particular for PhD qualified individuals with skills in 

sensors and data science – for example there are many 

opportunities in the offshore renewables industry that 

need this skills as well as a range of other industry 

sectors (aerospace, manufacturing, defence etc). 

 

Both Universities also offer a wide range of training 

courses and skills development for all PhD students. 

This student will have full access to that portfolio 

enabling both research skills and personal development 

to be prioritised. 
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Further Information 
 

For further information, please contact Nick Wright via 

email at nick.wright@ncl.ac.uk or Peter Talling 

(Peter.Talling@durham.ac.uk) 

 

In your email include: 1) a two-page covering letter 

detailing your reasons for applying & why you have 

selected this project, 2) your CV with contact 

information for two references 
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